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Sixth class went outside just after we came in in the
morning. They started setting up our sports day. Junior
and senior infants were first outside. Sixth class played
lots of games with the infants classes. Such as soccer.
They were outside a little bit before small break and they
came back outside after the break. First and second class
came outside after small break as well.

Once we had finished lunch our class went outside on the
pitch on pitch sharing half and half with the sixth class
while the third and fourth were on the court.

The first race we did was the hurdles. Sixth class had put
about five hurdles in a row. We had to jump over the
hurdles and get to the end. Then we had to run all the way
back. The first team back was the winner. We played boys
against girls. Depressingly the boys won, but it was a
close race.

Next the fifth class moved on to the races so first we did
the egg and spoon race (using potatoes). We had to do
two rounds. The top six people in the first round went into
the second round. Sean Ryan was going to win the race
but then he dropped his potato and had to go back to the
start. Niamh came first and Alannah came second, Rian



came third. After that we did the three legged race. It took
ages to get everyone tied to each other.Lastly we did the
boys and girls sprints before we headed over to the
parachute.

When we arrived at the parachute we played fruit salad
where everyone is a fruit and you have to call two fruits
and those people have to switch places while everyone is
holding the parachute up. After that we played sharks and
lifeguard where everyone must have their legs under the
parachute while the sharks are under there trying to drag
the people under while the lifeguards job is to try and save
them! Sean Ryan wasn't cooperating so the sharks ended
up pulling his shoes off!

After this we were surprised by getting ICE CREAM! So
we all sprinted over (class by class,separate for covid
reasons) and lined up to get our ice cream cones. It was
delicious. We got to choose between two different sauces.
After all of the fifth class got our ice cream we went over to
the court to play more games.

Poop the Potato was a game which we played on the
basketball court. Poop the Potato was when you place a
potato in between your thighs and try to run to the bucket
and drop it in. Also another team would be running beside
you. As soon as you poop the potato out you have to run



back and hand it to your teammate and then they go. The
first team back to the line wins. We were all in stitches
laughing at the end of this game.

X’s & O’s is a game we also played on the basketball
court. X’s and O’s is where two teams are on opposite
sides and there are hula hoops in the middle and each
player has a bib of their color of their team (red and
yellow) you had to run and get a line to win. First one there
drops the bib and gets the spot! This was a very exciting
game to play.

Under pressure Is a soccer game we played on the pitch
which one person goes into goals and the first person in
the line has to try score on the person in goals if they miss
they must go in the goals and the next person in line has
to try on score on them and if that person scores the
person in goals is eliminated because they were under
pressure but if the person shooting on the other person in
goals misses then the person in goals stays in the game
and the person that missed that spot is now under
pressure and everyone keeps getting eliminated until
someone wins!

Next we played bench ball. If you don't know what bench
ball is then I'll tell you. Bench ball is where there are two
teams and two benches. One person from each team



stands on the bench. The rest of the team stands in the
middle. The players in the middle have to throw balls to
the player on the bench. If your teammate on the bench
catches the ball you get to join them on the bench. The
first team to have all of their players on the bench wins.
There is a catch though. If you fall off the bench then you
have to go back into the middle. We had very little time to
play bench ball but it was still lots of fun.

Even though sports day was different this year it was still
very enjoyable. All the classes had fun and it was a nice
break from our work.And this day was extra special
because of covid we were not able to this last year
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